To: Wesley College Family  
From: Wesley College President  
Date: September 10th, 2020  
Subject: CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) – UPDATE #25

Dear Wesley College Family,

We remain laser focused and continue to track and assess our culture of compliance and the safety protocols and policies we instituted. Changes will be made, and protocols will be adjusted, as the situation dictates to ensure the safest and educationally conducive environment for our Campus Community. For example, below is a recent update that was made to our Daily COVID-19 Pass:

*Question #4 changed from: “In the past 14 days, have you been in contact with someone who has been diagnosed with COVID-19?”*

*To read: “In the past 14 days, have you been EXPOSED to someone who has been exposed with COVID-19?”*

*The CDC and Delaware Public Health Department define “exposure” as anyone who has been in contact with a person who tested positive for COVID-19 and were within six feet of them for more than 10 minutes without wearing a face covering.*

We continue to work closely with Testing for America (TFA), but have yet to receive on site testing kits because of the large demand for support that TFA is encountering. We continue to utilize the community based testing sites, and remain hopeful that we will be able to provide on campus testing soon.

As has been directed in several previous communiques – we all have a responsibility to get tested, as well as complete our daily COVID PASS to ensure we can maintain, as best as possible, a baseline understanding of our Campus Community health as it relates to COVID-19. Our compliance rate continues to rise, but we should not be satisfied with anything less than consistently being at 100%.

Campus remains closed to the general public, unless it is a specific and College authorized event.

*Everyone is reminded to regularly check your Wesley email as well as our Protect Wesley webpage for the most up to date information and guidance - https://protect.wesley.edu/* Additionally, there is a “FAQ’s” sight imbedded under the
Protect Wesley Pledge section of our Protect Wesley webpage (https://protect.wesley.edu/faqs/), as well as other areas, that provides several commonly asked questions/answers.

Stay informed, stay healthy, stay positive, and stay safe while helping others that are less fortunate, as well as making a positive impact in the community you live in and serve.

For the thought of the day I will share a quote from the renowned Former Chairman and CEO of General Electric, Jack Welsh, that is worth reflecting on – "Face reality as it is, not as it was or as you wish it to be."

Next Update: Update #26, September 24th.

All The Best & Go Wolverines!

Robert E. Clark II
President of the College